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This handbook is a tool designed to support you as a trainer 
or an educator in running training activities on inclusive 
leadership. The manual is addressed to the trainers, 
teachers, educators, instructors and facilitators who want 
to implement an inclusive leadership approach within their 
educational practice. 

Inclusive leadership is a leadership approach which 
appreciates diversity, invites and welcomes everyone’s 
individual contributions, and encourages full engagement 
with the processes of decision-making and shaping reality. 
Inclusive leaders have the courage to take conscious 
steps to break down the barriers facing people who are at 
risk of being excluded from society. Inclusive leadership 
adds a new dimension to leadership concepts by putting 
the focus on diverse groups and individuals. It addresses 
individuals at risk of exclusion by looking at their needs, 
aspirations and potential, and empowering them to 
participate fully in society. 

Running training activities in the area of inclusive 
leadership requires a specific facilitating and educational 
approach. Alongside structuring training activities in 
a way that enables participants to become familiar with, 
experience, understand and internalise the essence of 
inclusive leadership, it is in fact important for trainers and 
educators to practice inclusive leadership whilst facilitating 
these learning processes. 

This manual is accompanied by a second handbook, 
’Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical framework’1,  and by 
a QuickCheck on Inclusive Leadership (inclusiveleadership.
eu). Together, these tools disseminate the concept of 
inclusive leadership and offer practical opportunities for 
learning and experiencing it. 

According to the inclusive leadership approach, the key 
development areas for inclusive leadership training 
activities are: 

Practicing self-awareness,  

Living a shared vision,  

Building relationships and  

Creating change.

1 Paola Bortini, Angelica Paci, Anne Rise, Irene Rojnik (2018) Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical framework

Inclusive leadership concepts currently focus on very broad 
and diverse target groups. In both this handbook and the 
other tools mentioned above you will find the focus to be 
particularly on individuals at risk of being excluded from 
the society because:

 ♦ they have some form of disability

 ♦ they have a migrant or refugee background or

 ♦ they have less access to information and facilities 
because they live in remote areas.

This does not mean that the knowledge and practices 
proposed in this handbook are not applicable to other 
people or in other contexts. 

The content of this handbook is the result of research, 
prototyping and testing within the 17-month-long EU 
project (2016 – 2018) which brought together three 
organisations active in the area of adult education. The 
partners involved are

 ♦ School for Leaders Foundation from Poland

 ♦ alp – activating leadership potential from Austria and

 ♦ EU-Fundraising Association from Germany.
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The training activities included in this manual can be 
a source of inspiration in the area of inclusive leadership, 
especially for:

a. Practitioners who work or lead people at risk of being 
excluded from the society; 

b. Representatives of public and non-government 
institutions who work with individuals and/or groups 
at risk of exclusion;

c. Professionals who provide services and forms of 
support for individuals and/or groups at risk of 
exclusion.

The educational benefit of the inclusive leadership 
training activities 

The participants will have an opportunity to experience, 
reflect on and broaden their knowledge, competences and 
attitudes in the area of inclusive leadership:

Knowledge

 ♦ They will gain knowledge about the inclusive 
leadership approach;

 ♦ They will gain knowledge about the stereotypes, 
prejudices and mechanisms of exclusion and 
stereotyping;

Competences and Skills

 ♦ They will strengthen their competences when 
working with groups at risk of social exclusion;

 ♦ They will strengthen their skills at defining inclusive 
and exclusive patterns of behaviour;

 ♦ They will strengthen their competences when putting 
inclusive patterns of behaviour into practice;

 ♦ They will strengthen their skills at spotting the 
specific needs of other people;

Attitudes

 ♦ They will reinforce their self-awareness, as well as 
awareness of the impact they have on other people;

 ♦ They will reinforce an awareness of the stereotypes 
they hold;

 ♦ They will experience the areas of development linked 
to practicing inclusive leadership and learn how 
to apply these in their professional and personal 
context.

How can they use the skills and knowledge they gain 
from this training?

 ♦ They will be more aware of the extent to which they 
can build authentic and inclusive relationships with 
other people;

 ♦ They will be able to identify how to apply an inclusive 
leadership approach in their teams and organisations;

 ♦ They will be able to use the inclusive leadership 
approach to create and improve the programmes of 
support focused on groups at risk of exclusion; 

 ♦ They will promote the inclusive leadership approach 
in their professional and social  context. 

 

Target group of  
inclusive leadership training
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The manual is designed for those who already have some 
experience of working with groups and independently 
running training or education programmes. 

The manual contains:

a. Recommendations for trainers and educators who 
are running training activities in the area of inclusive 
leadership.

b. A checklist of trainer’s competences and advice for 
preparing to train others

c. A description of 17 training activities with training 
scenarios and sets of materials required for them, as 
well as possible questions for reflection.

d. The programme of a 16-hour training session that 
aims to introduce the inclusive leadership approach.

View this manual as a toolbox

The manual is based on the belief that every training 
activity should be planned to meet the needs of the 
participants, the specific nature of the group involved and 
the context where it’s taking place. This manual offers 
a variety of activities for you to choose from and combine 
on the basis of your group’s developmental needs and their 
learning context. Based on the manual you will be able to 
run both a 2-day-long training course and a longer-term 
training programme. Treat the manual as a toolbox and feel 
free to develop a training curriculum in the way you feel is 
best for your work.

About the training activities

The selection methods and training curriculum presented 
in the manual are the results of contributions from 
experts and trainers who work with groups at risk of social 
exclusion, as well as from the following project partners: 
alp activating leadership potential from Austria, School for 
Leaders Foundation from Poland, EU-Fundraising Association 
e . V . from Germany. The content of the manual was refines 
during two 5-day-long training programmes, 3 trial training 

programmes, several months of work with partners and the 
recommendations of experts. 

The training activities have been arranged in accordance 
with the 4 areas of the inclusive leadership approach. 
However, depending on your intentions as a trainer, 
the particular training method may be reformulated in 
such a way that it serves other aspects of the inclusive 
leadership approach. 

In order to support you in the process of planning a training 
curriculum there is a summary of methods (page 11) that 
clarifies which areas of the inclusive leadership approach 
are linked to the specific training activities.

Educational framework

The methods described in this manual cover a diverse 
range of options for planning a training programme. 
These methods include group activities (containing 
outdoor activities), theoretical inputs, case studies and 
group coaching circles. The methods proposed create 
an opportunity to experience the inclusive leadership 
approach and to broaden the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes related to it. By selecting such training methods 
the learning process may become deeper and encourage 
participants to implement an inclusive leadership approach 
themselves. The activities presented are intended to help 
participants apply their training experience in everyday 
work. 

The type of learning referred to here is where participants 
are the main actors in their learning, taking responsibility 
not only for what to learn, but also for when and how 
they learn it. That is why one of the most crucial elements 
of learning as an inclusive process is reflection. The 
experience of group dynamics and the relations built within 
a training group are essential factors for stimulating this 
process of reflection on inclusive leadership. The direction 
of the majority of the methods described in this manual 
is based on the experiential learning approach and the 
adult learning cycle (so-called Kolb’s cycle). Reflection can 
be promoted at any stage of the experience – whether 
before, during or after training. Group reflective practice 

How should I use this manual?
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enables participants to value the contributions of all group 
members. As a result, participants have time to reflect and 
arrive at conclusions that they can then apply in their own 
activities. 

Each activity is described in the same way in order to help 
you as a trainer run the specific activity independently:

a. Activity title and number

b. Which areas of the inclusive leadership approach the 
activity focuses on

c. Minimum and maximum number of participants

d. Time needed to run and discuss the activity

e. Which inclusive leadership qualities the activity 
focuses on

f. What are the benefits for participants in terms of: 
skills, knowledge, competences and attitudes? 

g. Resources needed

h. Step-by-step instructions for the trainer, including 
a description of the specific stages for each activity 
and questions for discussing the experience with the 
group

i. Questions for reflection/follow-up: to be used during 
the training for group work or individual reflection

j. Additional information: theoretical supplement to the 
specific method

k. To know more/references: links, references and 
additional sources of information.
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Your role in running training activities and workshops is to 
create the learning conditions necessary for developing the 
knowledge, competences, skills and attitudes of the leaders 
participating in the training activity. 

When training in the area of inclusive leadership it is 
recommended that you are equipped with:

 ♦ Basic training skills and a knowledge of the rules and 
methodology of adult education; 

 ♦ Specific skills related to leadership and inclusion;

 ♦ The ability to create a physically and psychologically 
friendly and safe learning environment for the 
development of individuals at risk of exclusion.

When developing the training activity remember to create 
a safe and positive environment for development where 
the participants can take the responsibility for their own 
learning process. Apply the methods required for different 
styles of learning. Base the educational process on the 
participants’ previous knowledge and skills and create 
space for them to use as practice during the training.

The methods that you suggest to the participants should 
particularly include training activities that are inclusive 
by nature. Use diverse methods: individual work, 
group discussions, case studies, role play, simulations, 
visualisations and trainer presentations. The methods 
proposed in the training manual are designed with different 
levels of experience and learning styles in mind. Your task 
is to adapt them to meet your needs and to fit the level of 
readiness of the group that you are going to work with.

When using these methods to work with individuals who 
are likely to have had experiences of being excluded, 
remember to apply facilitation techniques, invite them to 
dialogue and encourage each individual to participate.

Pay attention to individuals who have different needs: 
those who have difficulties with moving, hearing or who 
are visually impaired, as well as those who do not speak the 
language well enough. 

You can educate both inside and outside the classroom 
by being a role-model for inclusive patterns of behaviour. 
Your task is to consciously use the relevant competences 
and to present an inclusive attitude from the very start of 
the training session so that the participants will sense the 
integrity between the content you are communicating and 
your own behaviour. Go through the list of competences 
below to check what you already know and can therefore 
easily put into practice. You can also see what is worth 
reinforcing and developing so that you would feel more 
confident when running a training session and which points 
would help you to support others in their development.

In the area of knowledge:
 ♦ I know the inclusive leadership approach and I am 

able to explain how it differs from other leadership 
models.

 ♦ I have knowledge about stereotypes, prejudices and 
mechanisms of exclusion and stereotyping. 

 ♦ I am familiar with social and political settings that 
lead to the formation of mechanisms for inclusion and 
exclusion.

 ♦ I have knowledge about the theories and methods 
needed to create an inclusive learning atmosphere

 ♦ I identify resistance or patterns of behaviour that 
prevent an inclusive learning atmosphere.

How can I be an inclusive trainer?
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In the area of skills:
 ♦ I select methods and run workshops with the 

specific needs and different styles of participant 
communication and learning in mind.

 ♦ I am skilled at communicating: I listen, rephrase and 
ask open questions. I observe, reflect and help to 
distinguish observations from evaluations.

 ♦ I am both ready and able to spot and react to 
exclusive patterns of behaviour and micro-
inequalities.

 ♦ I help to build mutual trust and understanding within 
the group, I am supportive, empathetic and I can 
notice and enhance the value of each person and their 
contribution.

2 Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical background, p. 23-38.

In the area of attitudes:
 ♦ I accept reality and am aware that imperfection is 

part of it. 

 ♦ I accept the diversity, statements, actions, values and 
goals of the participants. 

 ♦ I am aware of my own stereotypes with regard to 
inclusion and the groups that I work with. 

 ♦ I know my own development areas for inclusive 
leadership2 and I want to work on them.

 ♦ I am aware that I am part of the learning process and 
am open to being surprised and to learning myself 
whilst facilitating.

Remember:

All people are diverse and even each diversity 
has its own peculiarities!

Tips

Before you start the training session:

 ♦ find out what kind of people you are 
going to be working with and what their 
previous development experiences are

 ♦ find out their needs in regard to the 
training activity

 ♦ find out their specific needs in regard to 
their health condition and language skills.

Make sure that you always check with them in 
person to see if there is anything you had not 
previously taken into account. 

The optimal group size is 12-16 participants of 
different ages and with different experiences 
and needs. The minimum number of participants 
is 8. 
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Summary of methods

The table below is a summary of training activities with suggested links to the different development areas of inclusive 
leadership3.

No Method
Area 1 Practicing 

self-awareness
Area 2 Living 

a shared vision
Area 3 Building 

relationships
Area 4 Creating 

change

1
Colourful stones – stepping into 

inclusive leadership V V V V

2
What’s different about the 

inclusive leadership approach? V V V V

3
Telling & listening to stories with 

genuine interest V V V V

4 Minority – majority V

5 Different ways of listening V V

6 3 enemies of listening V V

7 Mindfulness activities V

8 Danger of a single story V

9 Stand up and leave V

10
Discovering multiple 

intelligences V V

11 My team V

12 Micro-inequities V

13 Spider’s web V V V V

14 Daily routine V V V V

15 Case clinic V

16 Learning from a practitioner V

17 Feedback as a gift V V

3 Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical framework, p.23-38.

Training activities  
for inclusive leadership training
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Colourful stones – stepping into inClusive leadership

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 18

Timing: 

60 minutes (15 minutes for 
experience, 45 minutes for 
reflection and conclusion 
phase)

Inclusive Leadership qualities
 ♦ Courageously standing up for others

 ♦ Encouraging creativity and responsibility

 ♦ Creating a safe environment that allows innovation and creativity

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ The skill to discover new solutions that go beyond standard procedures

 ♦ The competence to use available resources creatively

 ♦ The ability to recognise the needs of individuals within the group

Resources needed

Colourful stones (as many colours as possible) with at least 20 stones per person, a small bowl.

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE:

1. Pour the stones into the bowl and pass them round the participants, informing them that each person 
should take 14 stones. When they all have their stones, put the bowl with remaining stones aside (in 
a visible spot). 

2. Present the task to the participants: 

 ♦ The task of each participant is to collect the stones in such a way that each of them has 14 stones 
of one colour only. 

 ♦ Note: it is important to communicate these instructions accurately. If you describe it as collecting 
stones then people will start to collect stones only from each another although the instructions 
don’t exclude collecting them from the bowl!

 ♦ Set a time limit for completing the task – 10 minutes.

 ♦ Explain that all forms of interaction are allowed (except for violence).

 ♦ The information that is withheld is that there is also a ‘bank’, i.e. the bowl which participants may 
also use to collect their stones from (this is placed to one the side but in a visible spot!).
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 ♦ If, during the exercise, the participants ask you whether they can take stones from the bowl, tell 
them that they should make this decision on their own.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION:

Discuss the experiences of the participants by asking questions:

 ♦ What results have you achieved? How many stones of the same colour do you have?

 ♦ Are you satisfied with these outcomes? 

 ♦ How did you achieve the goal?

 ♦ Were you acting as a team? Did a leader appear? Why did that happen?

 ♦ What strategies were used to collect stones? 1:1, as a gift, giving away unnecessary stones, etc.

 ♦ Which of these strategies could lead to the biggest change? (the fastest execution, the change of 
paradigm, going beyond first impressions) Talk about the strategy of collecting stones from the 
bowl – whether this appeared or not. If not, introduce it.

 ♦ What was needed for the strategy of collecting stones from the bowl to emerge? (idea, good 
diagnosis of resources/environment, going beyond first impressions, the courage to experiment) 

 ♦ Write down the issues in the form of the inclusive leadership approach in the form of a flipchart 
divided into 4 parts labeled: 
Development Area 1: Practicing Self-Awareness 
Development Area 2: Living a Shared Vision 
Development Area 3: Building Relationships 
Development Area 4: Creating Change

 ♦ What qualities were needed to introduce the strategy to the whole group? (engagement, 
communicating one’s own idea to others, agreement, trustworthiness, showing one’s own 
intentions – so that others can see how they serve the whole group, noticing individual needs…)

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

The strategy of approaching and making use of the bowl is an example of a leadership activity.

Ask the group what the key aspects of leadership are for them.

Tell the participants then during the group training they will reflect on the differences between the 
inclusive leadership approach and leadership in general.

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Invite the participants to look at the 4 development areas of inclusive leadership in order to reflect on the 
specific focus of the inclusive leadership approach.

 ♦ What is a specific focus of the inclusive leadership approach for you in light of this activity?
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Inclusive leadership qualities
 ♦ Introduction to the inclusive leadership approach

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Becoming more familiar with the specific details of the inclusive leadership approach

Resources needed -

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE

Ask the group to conduct a brainstorming session on what they understand the inclusive leadership 
approach to be.

Note down all ideas on the flipchart. 

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

Add the group’s answers to your own based on the manual ‘Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical framework’. 
Explain what the difference is between the inclusive leadership approach and other leadership 
approaches.

Conclude by presenting the following definition of inclusive leadership:

‘Inclusive leadership means having the courage to take conscious steps to break down barriers for people 
at risk of being excluded from society. Inclusive leaders embody a leadership approach that appreciates 
diversity, invites and welcomes everyone’s individual contribution, and encourages full engagement with 
the processes of decision-making and shaping reality.

The aim of inclusive leadership is to create, change and innovate whilst balancing everybody’s needs.’

Ask the group what the similarities and differences are between this definition and the group’s conclusions 
following the previous brainstorming session. Discuss this with the group.

What’s different about the inClusive leadership approaCh?

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 18

Timing:

 
30 minutes
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Invite the group to reflect on the following questions:

 ♦ How do you see yourselves in relation to this definition? 

 ♦ How does this relate to your experiences?   

To know more/References 
 ♦ Inclusive Leadership – a New Dimension in Leadership Theories, ’Inclusive leadership – 

Theoretical framework’, p. 10-12.

 ♦ Benefits of Inclusive Leadership, ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’, p. 16-18.

 ♦ The Foundations of the Inclusive Leadership Approach, ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical 
framework’, p. 18-22.
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Inclusive Leadership qualities 
 ♦ Practising self-reflection

 ♦ Accepting that imperfection is a part of reality

 ♦ Listening with genuine interest 

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ The competence to use personal resources and experiences for self-reflection and self-

development

 ♦ The skill to reflect on personal experiences 

 ♦ The skill to listen completely with your mind, heart and body

 ♦ An awareness of personal strengths and limitations

 ♦ Knowledge of the qualities that define the inclusive leadership approach

Resources needed

Handout: Story Telling & Listening with genuine interest (1 copy per participant), page 18

Handout: Development Areas of Inclusive Leadership Approach (1 copy per participant), page 19-20

Timing

60 minutes (30 minutes for experience, 30 minutes for reflection and conclusion phase)

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE

Invite the participants to split into pairs and pass out the handout entitled ‘Telling & listening to stories 
with genuine interest’ to each participant.

Introduce the task to the group: participants are to split into pairs to discuss the questions on the handout. 

telling & listening to stories With genuine interest 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 18

Timing: 

60 minutes (30 minutes for 
experience, 30 minutes for 
reflection and conclusion 
phase)
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The questions are:

 ♦ Think of a situation where you were inclusive in your leadership role or where you lead 
inclusively. Briefly explain the context so others can understand the situation you were in. What 
were you doing? What were the important elements of this situation?

 ♦ Think of a situation where you thought you were not inclusive in your leadership role or where 
you did not lead inclusively. What was hindering you / the leader from being inclusive?

The role of the listeners is to identify which qualities:

 ♦ indicate that inclusive leadership is present

 ♦ are not sufficient for indicating that inclusive leadership is present.

Set a time limit for the discussion in pairs: 30 minutes.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

Summarise the experience with the following questions for the participants:

 ♦ How was it for you? 

 ♦ Would you like to share the stories you gave as a storyteller with the rest of the group?

 ♦ Please share with the group which qualities indicate inclusive leadership.

 ♦ Please share with the group which qualities that are not sufficient for inclusive leadership.

On a flipchart together with a group create a map of qualities as a group that defines the 4 areas of the 
inclusive leadership approach.

Pin the map to the wall and invite participants to add new qualities that will be discussed after the next 
activities.

Distribute the handout entitled ‘Development areas of the inclusive leadership approach’ to participants 
as a tool to help them reflect on the 4 areas of the inclusive leadership approach throughout the entire 
training.

Reflective questions/Follow-up

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Invite the participants to:

 ♦ Look at the diagram with inclusive leadership qualities.

 ♦ Choose which one they think is their strength.

 ♦ Choose which one they think they would like to work on.

Invite the participants to consciously practise these qualities during the next 2 weeks after the training.

To know more/References
 ♦ The Inclusive Leadership Approach, in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’, p. 23-38.
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In this activity each of you will be in both roles: first as the storyteller and then as the listener.

Decide with your partner who will take which role first.

Storyteller
 ♦ Think of a situation where you were inclusive in your leadership role or where you lead 

inclusively. Briefly explain the context so others can understand the situation you were in. What 
were you doing? What were the important elements of this situation?

 ♦ Think of a situation where you thought you were not inclusive in your leadership role or where 
you did not lead inclusively. What was hindering you / the leader from being inclusive?

Listener

Listeners name which qualities:

 ♦ indicate that inclusive leadership is present

 ♦ are not sufficient for indicating that inclusive leadership is present.
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Handout: Telling & listening to stories with genuine interest
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Handout: Development areas of  
the inclusive leadership approach
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Area 1 Practising Self-Awareness

YOU practise inclusive leadership when YOU:

1. Accept that imperfection is a part of reality

2. Are aware of the processes behind stereotypes

3. Constantly challenge your personal stereotypes and 
prejudices about inclusion

4. Admit personal mistakes and show vulnerability

5. Ask for and listen to feedback

6. Practice self-reflection

7. Practice mindfulness

8. Have empathy with yourself

9. Are approachable

10. Know and act to your personal strengths

11. Are able to interact with your limitations

12. Know and act according to your personal values

13. Know how to use your power with responsibility

14. Understand the interdependence between people and 
circumstances

15. Have a desire to learn and unlearn

Area 2 Living a Shared Vision

YOU practise inclusive leadership when YOU:

1. Have both a ‘functional’ goal and a ‘social’ goal

2. Check if the vision is benefitting the whole system

3. Continuously build up knowledge about the different 
areas where you work

4. Courageously pursue new and unexplored paths or 
solutions

5. Are able to identify resistance

6. Are prepared to handle resistance

7. Are prepared to take responsibility for creating change

8. Invite others to dream with you and to start moving in 
a common direction

9. Are able to question the current situation

10. Are able to facilitate the development of a vision

11. Are able to communicate a vision to different 
stakeholders

12. Are able to develop a clear picture of the change that 
needs to occur

13. Strive to see the whole picture both inside and outside 
of the organisation

14. Understand that you will never be able to see the whole 
picture by yourself

15. Keep an open mind to allow the vision to be adapted or 
changed allow the vision to be adapted or changed

Area 3 Building Relationships

YOU practise inclusive leadership when YOU:

1. Shift the focus from seeing deficits to seeing resources 
and qualities in others

2. Value everybody’s inherent worth

3. Establish a two-way communication across boundaries

4. Are willing to trust others and share responsibility

5. Value the contribution of others

6. Accept different ways of acting

7. Are able to see and reduce barriers

8. Aim for others to become self-reliant and self-confident

9. Create an safe environment that allows everybody 
present to participate freely

10. Recognise the needs of individuals and of the team

11. Recognise that there is diversity within each diversity

12. Support others in growing, improving and attaining 
their goals

13. Intentionally connect (with) people and groups

14. Listen with genuine interest

15. Are aware that you are a role-model and act as a role-
model

Area 4 Creating Change

YOU practise inclusive leadership when YOU:

1. Trust that everybody is acting with good intentions

2. Create a safe working environment that allows space 
for everyone to display innovation and creativity 

3. Find the right place for each person based on their 
talents in order to achieve specific results

4. Courageously stand up for the others

5. Create a sense of belonging for others

6. Accept imperfect results

7. Stay in touch with reality (‘real-life check’)

8. Set goals together and making arrangements based on 
what people are able to do

9. Carry forward decisions made by the team

10. Are able to predict risks and explain these to the team

11. Allow for reflection during each step of the process

12. Allow for flexibility when designing the process

13. Focus on taking care of the big goals and on the overall 
quality

14. Encourage creativity and responsibility

15. Are prepared to be surprised
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Being aware of the processes behind stereotypes

 ♦ Constantly challenging personal stereotypes and prejudices about inclusion

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Knowledge about the mechanisms present in minority-majority relationships

 ♦ Knowledge about exclusion mechanisms

 ♦ Knowledge about barriers to communication

 ♦ Knowledge about the role of power in inclusion-exclusion processes

 ♦ Knowledge about the role of language and communication in processes of exclusion

Resources needed -

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers) 

EXPERIENCE

 ♦ Ask for 2-4 volunteers; they leave the room with the co-trainer. It’s important that they can’t 
hear or see what the rest of the group does (the majority group).

 ♦ Ask the rest of the group to sit down close to one another creating a closed circle.

Together with the majority group decide on a topic, code, gesture and taboo:

1. Topic – the topic that they will all talk about and how it will be communicated.

2. Code – an alternative for the key word that is not to be said out loud, e. g. if the group is discussing 
travelling then they might replace the word ‘travelling’ with the word ‘reading’.

3. Gesture – an action made by the participants when they say a chosen word, e. g. we clap our hands/
stamp/pat our knees every time we say the word ‘think’…This gesture should be easy to notice.

4. Taboo – a word which is accompanied by the gesture of prohibition, e. g. whenever somebody says the 
word ‘because’ the group says pssst and puts a finger to their lips.

 ♦ The majority group starts the conversation; it’s important that the discussion is dynamic and 
encourages different opinions from the participants (that’s why the topic should be an engaging 

Minority – Majority

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 18

Timing:

Timing: 90 minutes (20 
minutes for experience, 70 
minutes for reflection and 
conclusion phase)
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one). At the beginning there may be difficulties understanding all the rules or following the code. 
Speaking in this way is likely to result in laughter or nervousness at the start.

 ♦ After a few minutes of warming up the discussion will have developed a bit and the participants 
will be able to apply the code freely. At this point invite – as quietly as possible – the first person 
from the minority group to enter the room. As they enter the room each person will receive the 
following instructions: ’Your task is to get involved in the discussion.’

 ♦ As the first person enters, observe how the majority group and the individual from the minority 
group interact.

 ♦ After a while ask another person to enter the room, and so on, until the last person has entered 
the room. During this time the discussion is still going on and the minority participants are 
trying to get involved in it. If the activities are run by two trainers, one of them should be with 
the minority group and the other one (who is responsible for the discussion) should be with the 
majority group.

 ♦ If, during the exercise, the participants ask you whether they can tell the minority group the 
rules, tell them that they should make the decision on their own.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

Step 1: opening question: What happened here?

 ♦ Collect all the answers, making sure there is space for everybody from the minority group to 
speak and asking them about their emotions.

 ♦ If the volunteers don’t refer to the goal in their contributions, ask the minority group directly: 
Do you have the feeling that you achieved the goal of being involved in the discussion? You need 
to ask this question before you can recreate the course of events and the participants from the 
minority group find out what the instruction was for the majority group. They are often able to 
get involved in the conversation to a certain degree – however, it’s usually due to speculating or 
guessing rather than the result knowing the rules.

 ♦ Recreate with the group the course of events – go through the events in order, reminding both 
groups of their instructions and making sure that you explain to the minority group what was 
going on while they were outside.

 ♦ Important: this exercise often provokes a response from both groups – the majority and the 
minority one. Provide space for each person to speak for as long as they need when making 
emotional statements or if the non-verbal communication indicates that they are still processing 
this situation, even if the statements start to repeat themselves. 

 ♦ Ask the participants to step out of their roles.

Step 2 – Collect, sum up and name all the strands

The exercise that you went through shows majority – minority relationships, the strategies applied by 
minority groups, majority group strategies, the issues related to responding to a situation of exclusion as 
a witness, and attitudes towards authority, in this case the trainer.

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

Strands that can be discussed as part of this exercise:

1. Relationships and minority-majority mechanisms, hidden assumptions about the division into groups.

2. The mechanisms of discrimination, collective power – individual power.

3. Strategies of minority and majority groups.

4. The responsibility of witnesses in situations of exclusion.

5. The creation of systems and group conformity.
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6. Micro-inequalities.

7. The role of language in sustaining of discriminatory mechanisms.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Each institution, just like in this experience, creates certain system with their own codes, language 
patterns, authorities and structures. Invite the participants to work in groups to answer the following 
questions: 

 ♦ Who is currently part of the minority and the majority groups in your organisation/institution?  

 ♦ How can you fight exclusion and discrimination in your organisation? What can be done to 
prevent situations like the ones you experienced here?

Reflective questions/Follow-up 

What can you do to prevent exclusion and discrimination in your organisation?

Decide what you can do as your first step towards implement change.

To know more/References 

Maja Branka, Dominika Cieślikowska (2010) Edukacja Antydyskryminacyjna. Podręcznik trenerski.  
Link: http://www.ideazmiany.pl/publikacjepliki/Antydyskryminacja.pdf, p.198.

http://www.ideazmiany.pl/publikacjepliki/Antydyskryminacja.pdf
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Inclusive Leadership qualities 
 ♦ Accepting that imperfection is a part of reality

 ♦ Practicing self-reflection

 ♦ Practicing mindfulness

 ♦ Having empathy with yourself

 ♦ Listening with genuine interest

 ♦ Valuing the contribution of others

 ♦ Valuing everybody’s inherent worth

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Knowledge about the 4 levels of listening and their consequences

 ♦ The skill to practice the 4 levels of listening

 ♦ The skill to make conscious decisions about myself as a listener

Resources needed

Handout: Different ways of listening, page 27

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE

The group is divided into teams of 3 people. Each person in the team chooses a role: the listener, the 
speaker or the observer. Throughout the whole exercise each person plays only this one chosen role.

12 minutes (4 parts x 3 minutes).

different Ways of listening

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 16

Timing:

40 minutes (15 minutes for 
experience, 30 minutes for 
reflection and conclusion 
phase)
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Each participant receives instructions (preferably in written form) that the other team members aren’t 
aware of:

Guidelines for the speakers:

Task 1 Tell a short story related to your professional work (3 minutes).

Task 2 Tell a short story related to a trip that you’ve made (3 minutes).

Task 3 Tell a short story related to a situation in your school career which provoked strong emotions within 
you (3 minutes).

Task 4 Together with the listener do something good for the other team members (3 minutes).

Guidelines for the listeners:

Task 1 Try to remember a similar situation as fast as possible and share your experience with the speaker 
(3 minutes).

Task 2 Try to capture the key information in the speaker’s story (3 minutes).

Task 3 Try to show the speaker that you are listening to him or her. Don’t say anything (3 minutes).

Task 4 Together with the listener try to do something good for the other team members (3 minutes).

Guidelines for the observers:

During each of the tasks observe and note down the how the speakers and listeners behave, paying 
particular attention to body language, eye contact, the manner of speaking (including the words selected, 
intonation, voice volume and what the speaker focuses on), as well as emotions. What differences can you 
spot during each of these tasks? 

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

After finishing the 4th part of the exercise invite the participants to discuss it in their teams of three (the 
speaker, the listener, the observer).

Examples of questions:

What did you find out about each other?

What feelings did the conversation on professional work provoke in you?

What feelings did the conversation on travelling provoke in you?

What feelings did the conversation on school provoke in you?

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION 

Sum up the experience by introducing the theory of the 4 levels of listening by Otto Scharmer (see 
additional information below).

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Invite the participants to discuss and reflect on the following questions:

What strengthens your contact with other people? 

What makes you vulnerable in your relationships to other people? 

How do you deal with this? What kind of strategies do you use? 
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Reflective questions/Follow-up

Encourage the participants to observe their habits/inclinations as listeners during the next couple of days. 
Invite them to practice self-reflection and make a conscious decision with regard to ‘me as a listener’.

Additional information 

4 levels of listening by Otto Scharmer – general information for the trainer

1. Downloading – ‘I know that already’, re-confirming what I already know. (I-in-me)

Listening from the assumption that you already know what is being said and therefore only listening to 
confirm habitual judgments. You act from patterns that are known by you.

2. Factual listening – picking up new information (I-in-it)

Factual listening is when you pay attention to what is new and different to that which you already knew.

3. Empathic listening – ‘I know exactly how you feel’ (I-in-you)

Seeing something through another person’s eyes and forgetting your own agenda. 

Empathic listening is when the listener pays attention to the feelings of the speaker. It opens up the 
listener and allows them to experience what it’s like to ‘stand in the other person’s shoes’. The focus shifts 
from the listener to the speaker, allowing for a deeper connection on multiple levels.

4. Generative listening – ‘I can’t explain what I just experienced’ (I-in-here and now)

This deeper level of listening is difficult to express in linear language. It is a state of being in which 
everything slows down and inner wisdom is accessed. In group dynamics it is called synergy. In 
interpersonal communication it is described as oneness and flow.

To know more/References 
 ♦ Development area 3: Building Relationships in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’, 

p. 33-35.

 ♦ Otto Scharmer on 4 levels of listening: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLfXpRkVZaI
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Guidelines for the speakers:

Task 1 Tell a short story related to your professional work (3 minutes).

Task 2 Tell a short story related to a trip that you’ve made (3 minutes).

Task 3 Tell a short story related to a situation in your school career which provoked strong emotions within 
you (3 minutes).

Task 4 Together with the listener do something good for the other team members (3 minutes).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guidelines for the listeners:

Task 1 Try to remember a similar situation as fast as possible and share your experience with the speaker.
(3 minutes)

Task 2 Try to capture the key information in the speaker’s story (3 minutes)

Task 3 Try to show the speaker that you are listening to him or her. Don’t say anything (3 minutes).

Task 4 Together with the listener try to do something good for the other team members (3 minutes).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guidelines for the observers:

During each of the tasks observe and note down the how the speakers and listeners behave, paying 
particular attention to body language, eye contact, the manner of speaking (including the words selected, 
intonation, voice volume and what the speaker focuses on), as well as emotions. What differences can you 
spot during each of these tasks?

Handout: Different ways of listening
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Inclusive leadership qualities
 ♦ Practicing self-reflection

 ♦ Understanding the interdependence between people and circumstances

 ♦ Checking if the vision is benefitting the whole system

 ♦ Understand that you alone will never be able to see the whole picture by yourself

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Knowledge about the 3 enemies of listening

 ♦ Knowledge about the barriers from to the perception of reality

 ♦ The skill to distinguish between facts and filtered versions of them

 ♦ The development of self-awareness with regard to the disruptions in one’s own perception of reality

Resources needed
 ♦ Paper frames for glasses with empty spaces instead of glass (number of frames = number of 

participants)

 ♦ Set of 3 kinds of plastic filters (number of sets = number of participants): red, yellow and blue. Each 
filter, apart from different colour, has a pattern, for example: red with waves, yellow with stripes and 
blue with spots. The point is that the filters allow the participants to see only parts of reality.

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

Make a short introduction on the basis of the additional information below about 3 enemies of listening 
(a concept from Theory U by Otto Scharmer): voice of judgment, voice of cynicism and voice of fear.

You have:

 ♦ Paper frames for glasses with empty spaces instead of glass (number of frames = number of 
participants)

3 eneMies of listening

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 16

Timing:

(15 minutes for experience, 
30 minutes for reflection 
and conclusion phase)
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 ♦ Set of 3 kinds of plastic filters (number of sets = number of participants): red, yellow and blue one. 
Each filter, apart from different colour, has a pattern, for example: red with waves, yellow with 
stripes and blue with spots. The point is that the filters allow the participants to see only parts of 
reality. 

The participants receive paper frames. Participants put these glasses on and the trainer gives them all 
filters one by one:

Part 1.

You give them the red filter.

The red one is our voice of judgment. What can you see now? Does the world around you look the same as 
normal?

Participants share their comments (3 minutes)

Part 2.

You give them the yellow filter.

The yellow one is our voice of cynicism. What can you see now? Does the world around you look the same 
as normal?

Participants share their comments (3 minutes: the difference is greater since they are now wearing 
2 filters: red and yellow)

Part 3.

You give them the blue filter.

The blue one is our voice of fear. What can you see now? Does the world around you look the same as 
normal?

Participants share their comments (3 minutes: the difference is very large – they can see nothing through 
the 3 filters: red, yellow and blue).

Help the group to move on from the level of metaphor.

Invite the group to discuss their past experiences of a deformed perception of reality. Ask them about 
possible unconscious, complex barriers in the perception and interpretation of our world. 

You can mention the importance of habit, mentioning that the ability to separate facts from 
interpretations is a competence that can be developed through conscious action. 

Invite participants in small groups to share times when they have experienced the 3 enemies of listening in 
their daily practice.

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Encourage participants to self-reflect and to pay attention to their propensity to apply the filters of 
perception, especially when working with groups at risk of social exclusion.
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Additional information

3 enemies of listening is the concept from Theory U by Otto Scharmer. These are the three voices that 
prevent you from more deeply exploring the situation you are in:

a. Voice of judgment: shutting down your open mind by judging new information and ideas. This is an 
attempt to confirm your current worldview and mental models.

b. Voice of cynicism: shutting down your open heart by being cynical about the outcome and intention 
of other humans. This arises from the belief that it is best to trust only yourself.

c. Voice of fear: shutting down your open will by holding onto the past or present instead of letting it 
go, by playing to your fears that stifle you and prevent you from taking ‘the leap’.

To know more/References
 ♦ Development area 2: Leaving a Shared Vision in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  

p. 30-32.

 ♦ Otto Scharmer, Theory U, https://www.presencing.com/principles
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Practicing self-reflection

 ♦ Practicing mindfulness

 ♦ Having empathy with yourself

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ Skills of self-awareness

 ♦ The competence to concentrate their attention on the learning process

 ♦ The skill to recognise emotions as they are represented in the moment 

 ♦ The competence to be attentive whilst maintaining physical and emotional contact

 ♦ The skill to reduce stress 

 ♦ The competence to observe things without judging

Resources needed

For Activity 3: different and interesting objects

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

Explain to the group the idea of mindfulness activities (see additional information below).

Activity 1 Attentive breathing 

Ask participants to close their eyes and to start breathing naturally – peacefully but not too deeply. 

Ask participants to concentrate on what is happening in their body as they breathe in and out. What do 
they feel in the air? (3 minutes) 

Next, invite your participants to concentrate (for the next 3 minutes) on what is happening in their close 
surroundings in the here and now – sounds, smell, feelings… 

Mindfulness aCtivities

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

7 minutes for each  
of exercises
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As thoughts arise, acknowledge them and let them go away without judging them. Invite participants to be 
gentle with themselves. 

After the exercise ask reflective questions (see below).

Activity 2 Attentive listening 

Invite participants to listen attentively. Present them with any piece of music you want. Ask them to get 
rid of any stereotypes and judgement – do not think about the type of music, the composer, whether they 
like it or not etc. The key issue in this exercise is to listen to the music while concentrating on how it sounds 
at a given moment. Ask them to concentrate on various areas like the vocal, instrumental and musical 
spheres, as well as on emotions that are connected to the music. These emotions should be treated with 
care, attention and empathy without judgement.  

After the exercise ask reflective questions (see below).

Activity 3 Attentive observation

Put different and interesting objects on the floor. Ask your participants to observe attentively. Each of the 
participants should choose a single object to observe for 2 minutes. Ask the participants to look at this 
object as if they have never seen it before. The exercise is about maximum concentration on that object 
without following memories connected to it. Ask your participants to concentrate on how this object is 
built, what it looks like and how it smells, tastes etc… 

After the exercise ask reflective questions (see below).

Reflective questions: 
 ♦ How was the experience for you? How are you feeling now? 

 ♦ Ask the participants what other practices can help in being not judgemental about their 
circumstances.

 ♦ How can this practice help them to be inclusive leaders? 

Additional information

Mindfulness is a mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment, while calmly 
acknowledging and accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations. Mindfulness is a very simple 
form of meditative practice that starts by focusing one’s full attention on the breath as it flows in and out 
of the body. It allows one to observe the thoughts as they arise in one’s mind and, little by little, to let go of 
struggling with them.

Mindfulness activities can be used during the training as an opportunity to connect with yourself and to 
focus your attention on the present moment. 

To know more/References 
 ♦ Development Area 1: Practising Self-Awareness ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’, 

p. 27-29.
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Being aware of the processes behind stereotypes

 ♦ Constantly challenging your personal stereotypes and prejudices about inclusion

 ♦ Knowing how to use your power with responsibility

 ♦ Understanding the interdependence between people and their circumstances

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ The skill to analyse the impact of one’s own experiences on the emergence of personal stereotypes 

 ♦ The awareness of risks related to having ‘one story’ about a particular group or phenomenon

 ♦ The skill to recognise the ‘one story’ that we use every day in our relationships with other people

Resources needed

TED talk by Chimamanda Adichie with subtitles

https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

Present the material from the TED talk delivered by the writer Chimamanda Adichie entitled ‘Danger of 
a single story’.

After watching the movie, ask the group about their impressions and reflections. 

Example questions:

 ♦ What are your impressions after watching this movie?

 ♦ What has drawn your attention?

 ♦ What seems to be especially important?

danger of a single story 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

50 minutes (20 minutes for 
watching a movie, 30 
minutes for reflection and 
conclusion phase)
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Next, ask the participants to work individually for 5 minutes – to reflect and to write down on the sheets of 
paper whether: 

 ♦ They have ever felt that somebody has ‘one story about them 

 ♦ They have ever had ‘one story’ about somebody else

Invite participants to share their stories with the group if they want to. Invite the group to listen to 
the stories and to pay particular attention to the emotions that are related to the stories and their 
consequences.

Sum up this section by reflecting on our ‘individual stories’ about excluded groups (e. g. homeless people, 
refugees). With the help of collective knowledge try to destroy at least one of these stereotypes. 

Ask the participants what ways there are to counteract ‘one story’. It may help to write down the answers 
on the flipchart.

To know more/References 
 ♦ Needs and barriers in Inclusive Leadership in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  

p. 13-15.

 ♦ Development Area 1: Practising Self-Awareness in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  
p. 27-29.
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Continuously building up knowledge about the different areas where you work

 ♦ Having both a ’functional’ goal and a ’social’ goal

 ♦ Striving to see the whole picture both inside and outside of the organisation

 ♦ Checking if the vision is benefitting the whole system

 ♦ Being able to identify and handle resistance

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ An awareness of rivalry and cooperation strategy 

 ♦ An increased self-awareness with regard to the chosen rivalry or cooperation strategy

 ♦ The skill to move from a rivalry strategy to a win-win strategy

 ♦ The ability to meet the needs of other groups or people

Resources needed -

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE

Begin by dividing the participants into two equal groups.

Then ask one of the groups to leave the room. They may go to another room or to somewhere nearby 
where they will be able to speak freely.

Show the instructions to the group staying in the room: Their task is to make everybody from the other 
group sit down within 20 minutes by any method they choose.

Then give the instructions to the group that has left the room: Their task is to make the other group climb 
onto a chair within 20 minutes.

(The tasks for both groups may be any NON-EXCLUSIVE activities, e. g. one group may sit down on the 
chairs and the other group may leave the room; one may have to draw something and the other one has to 
sing, etc.)

stand up and leave 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

60 minutes (20 minutes for 
experience, 40 minutes for 
discussion)
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Bring the other group back into the room.

Observe what happens between the two groups.

Tell the participants how much time is left.

The exercise is over when the time is up or when both groups have accomplished their tasks.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

Discussing the task:

Start by listening to each group; find out whether they are satisfied with how they accomplished the task. 

Ask the group for a reminder (or revelation) of which instructions they received.

Then ask the group the following questions:

 ♦ What strategy did you adopt as a group?

 ♦ Why did you choose this strategy?

 ♦ What did you think about the other group and their task?

If the group was able to reach an agreement, ask them which factor enabled them to make the other group 
act as expected.

If the group didn’t reach an agreement (only one group accomplished their task or none of the groups 
accomplished it) – ask them what was missing.

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

Define meeting the needs as the best strategy in this exercise. Using the metaphor of an iceberg you may 
also show them the difference between the needs and the strategies to meet them – what sticks out above 
the surface are the strategies and what is below are the needs.  

Ask the group what they believe is necessary to meet the real needs. Write down the answers on the 
flipchart. 

Ask the group whether they can remember any instances where they found it difficult to reach an 
agreement. Try to think on the needs that were hidden below the goals of each side.

Ask the group what leaders can do to invite others to build a shared vision and to start moving in 
a common direction.

Ask the participants how they identify resistance in their everyday life. How do they deal with this? 

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Invite participants to reflect on the different realities they work in by using the metaphor of the iceberg. 

Invite participants to reflect on the needs and strategies used by people around them. 

Invite participants to identify and deal with the resistance they meet in their teams by using an inclusive 
leadership approach.

To know more/References
 ♦ Development Area 2: Living a Shared Vision in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  

p. 30-32.
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Inclusive leadership qualities
 ♦ Shifting the focus from seeing deficits to seeing resources and qualities in others 

 ♦ Valuing the contribution of others

 ♦ Valuing everybody’s inherent worth

 ♦ Recognising that there is diversity within each diversity

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Knowledge about Howard Gardner’s concept of multiple intelligences

 ♦ The competence to discover your own unique intelligence set

 ♦ The competence to discover the intelligence sets of others

Resources needed

Handout: Treasure Hunt for my multiple intelligences (1 per participant), page 40

Paper and pens; logical and mathematical puzzles; musical instruments; laptop with music and headset; 
mazes printed on paper and other visual games; skipping rope; ping pong bat with a ball; moulding material 
in several colours; objects from nature (wooden sticks, cones, stones, leaves, feathers); paper and glue.

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers) 

INTRODUCTION 

Make a short presentation on the theory of multiple intelligences from Howard Gardner on the basis of 
the content presented below.

EXPERIENCE

Participants have 60 minutes to individually make use of the different activities. They have a free choice 
about this. In a large space there are activities on offer for each of the 9 intelligences. 

Give each participant the handout entitled ‘Treasure Hunt for my multiple intelligences’ and ask them to 
make notes with it straight after they have undertaken each activity.

disCovering Multiple intelligenCes 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 18

Timing:

Minimum 90 minutes 
(60 minutes for experience, 
30 minutes for reflection 
and conclusion phase)
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Here are some ideas for activities on each of the 9 intelligences: 

 ♦ Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence: writing a poem; writing a story based on a picture

 ♦ Mathematical-Logical Intelligence: solving mathematical puzzles and logical puzzle games

 ♦ Musical Intelligence: listening to the music with headset, playing a musical instruments, clapping 
a rhythm

 ♦ Visual-Spatial Intelligence: painting a picture on a specific topic, solving a ‘Tangram’

 ♦ Bodily-Kinaesthetic Intelligence: skipping with a skipping rope, bouncing a ball with a ping pong bat, 
juggling some objects

 ♦ Interpersonal Intelligence: teaching another person in the group something, finding another person 
and doing something together with them (e.g. making music, solving a problem together) 

 ♦ Intrapersonal Intelligence: reflecting on your personal values and/or strengths, thinking about 
a moment in your life when you were truly yourself

 ♦ Naturalist Intelligence: creating an artistic object using natural objects (wooden sticks, cones, 
stones, leaves, feathers), modelling with some moulding material a flower or an animal

 ♦ Existential/spiritual Intelligence: reflecting about the meaning of life, reflect on the question: If you 
could change one thing in the world, what would it be? 

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

Participants are invited to reflect after each activity on whether they feel it is a strength of theirs or not. 

At the end of the activity ask each participant what they have discovered about themselves from the 
activities.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

When you think of your everyday tasks, do you find them adequate for your type of intelligence?

Are there any changes you would like to make?

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Ask participants to think of 3 activities they would like to practice to make even more out of their natural 
intelligences. 

Additional information

Gardner described the first seven intelligences in FRAMES OF MIND (1983) and added the last two in 
INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED (1999). Below is a brief list of the main characteristics and functions of the 9 
intelligences:

 ♦ Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence: well-developed verbal skills and sensitivity to the sounds, meanings 
and rhythms of words

 ♦ Mathematical-Logical Intelligence: the ability to think conceptually and abstractly, as well as the 
capacity to discern logical or numerical patterns

 ♦ Musical Intelligence: the ability to produce and appreciate rhythm, pitch and timber

 ♦ Visual-Spatial Intelligence: the capacity to think in images and pictures, to visualise accurately and 
abstractly

 ♦ Bodily-Kinaesthetic Intelligence: the ability to control one’s body movements and to handle objects 
skilfully
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 ♦ Interpersonal Intelligence: the capacity to detect and respond appropriately to the moods, 
motivations and desires of others.

 ♦ Intrapersonal Intelligence: the capacity to be self-aware and in tune with inner feelings, values, 
beliefs and thinking processes

 ♦ Naturalist Intelligence: the ability to recognise and categorise plants, animals and other objects in 
nature

 ♦ Existential/spiritual Intelligence: sensitivity and capacity to tackle deep questions about human 
existence, such as the meaning of life, why we die or how the world is inter-connected.

To know more/References 

Paola Bortini, Angelica Paci, Deirdre Quinlan, Irene Rojnik, Lara Tonna (2016) The Journey to 
Authentic and Inclusive Leadership. Link: http://www.leadership-intelligence-diversity.eu/wp-content/
uploads/2016/12/leadership-seminarbuch-reduced-size.pdf
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Handout: Treasure Hunt for my multiple intelligences4 

Rules of the game: 
 ♦ choose one activity from each intelligence

 ♦ This is about discovering yourself – speed is not important!

Activities
How did you feel about 

the activity? 
Why?

Do you think it is your 
strengths? intelligence? 

competence? 

Linguistic

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Logical-Mathematical

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Spacial- Visual

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Kinethethic

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Musical

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Interpersonal

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Intrapersonal

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Naturalistic

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Enjoy the activities!

4 Material prepared by Activating Leadership Potential www.alp-network.org.
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Shifting the focus from seeing deficits to seeing resources and qualities in others 

 ♦ Valuing the contribution of others

 ♦ Valuing everybody’s inherent worth

 ♦ Recognising the needs of individuals and of the team

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ The competence to reflect on one’s own team in light of the theory of ‘multiple intelligences’. 

 ♦ The competence to adjust your management style based on the individual potential of the team 
members.

Resources needed -

Handout: My team, page 43

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

After the game ‚Discovering multiple intelligences’ (page 37) invite the participants to analyse their own 
team.

Distribute the handout entitled ‘My team’.

Invite the participants to complete the handout, time: 15 minutes. 

Then ask the participants to work in pairs and discuss what kind of intelligence is dominant in their 
particular team and what resources their team values the most.

Time: 10 minutes.

After the work in pairs ask participants about their reflections/impressions from this conversation.

Ask about the challenges of managing the kinds of teams that the participants work with. Write these 
down on the flipchart.

Try to find recommendations as a group that could be helpful for managing those challenges.

My teaM

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

 
45 minutes
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Reflective questions/Follow-up

Invite the group to decide on the ‘first step’ that participants want to make after the training: Think of 
one member of your team that you think needs empowerment. How can you express that you value their 
impact on the team’s work?   

Additional information 

This activity could be followed by the ‘Case Clinic’ activity, p.55

To know more/References 

 ♦ Development Area 3: Building Relationships, in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  
p. 33-35.
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Handout: My team

Who?

What tasks does this 
person particularly like 

(e.g. he/she performs 
them quickly and with 

enthusiasm)?

What kinds of 
intelligence does this 

person possess?

Are the tasks assigned 
to this person adequate 

for their type of 
intelligence?
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Creating a safe environment that allows everybody present to participate freely

 ♦ Intentionally connecting (with) people & groups

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ Knowledge of micro-messages, micro-inequities and micro-affirmations. Also how these influence 

feelings of being included/excluded, engaged or discouraged in teamwork. 

 ♦ The skill to recognise micro-inequalities in one’s own behaviour and in the behaviour of others.

 ♦ The skill to formulate communications in the way that is non-exclusive.

 ♦ An increased leadership awareness about the application of micro-inequalities and consciously 
reducing them.

 ♦ The competence to react to exclusive behaviours/micro-inequities within a team and the 
organisation in a safe way that serves all those involved.

 ♦ The competence to create a safe and inclusive environment that favours the engagement of all 
participants.

Resources needed 
 ♦ Handout: Micro-inequities for each participant, page 47

 ♦ Flipchart or slides which presents the content described in the Micro-inequities handout

 ♦ Post-it notes in 3 colours

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers) 

Prepare the visualisation materials, e. g. a flipchart or powerpoint presentation on the content described 
in the micro-inequities handout entitled ‘Why do little things mean a lot?’

Explain the goal of the activity to the participants: 

The goal of this activity is to learn how to identify exclusive patterns of behaviour and to be able to prevent 
them in order to create an inclusive and safe environment that promotes full engagement and cooperation.

MiCro-inequities 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

 
90 minutes – 120 minutes
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Stage 1: Introduction to the exercise. Three little things (10-15 minutes)

Hand out three post-it notes to each participants. Ask them: 

 ♦ To think which small patterns of behaviour from their co-workers can make them feel excluded.

 ♦ To write down three such patterns of behaviour on a separate post-it notes.

 ♦ To meet with three people and talk with them about three things, exchanging only one post-it note 
with each of them.

Pay attention to the pace and the dynamics so that each of the conversations in pairs doesn’t last longer 
than a minute. 

At the end ask which of these small patterns of behaviour came up most frequently and which of them 
came as a surprise.

Stage 2: Presentation ‘Why do little things mean a lot?’ (15 minutes)

Refer to the introduction exercise: small behaviours can make us feel excluded and ignored. The task of the 
inclusive leader is to make sure that they do not appear in his/her team. 

The presentation should include definitions and examples of what micro-communications, micro-
inequalities and micro-affirmations are. 

Stage 3: Me and micro-inequalities. Discussions in pairs (15 minutes)

Divide the participants into pairs. Ask them to share their experiences for 5 minutes:

 ♦ When (if applicable) did you experience micro-inequalities in your work/team?

 ♦ What impact did this have on you?

 ♦ How did you react?

Sum up briefly: What other micro-inequalities were there apart from the ones that have already been 
mentioned? 

What good ways to react have you heard of? How do you view the task of a leader in light of those patterns 
of behaviour?

EXPERIENCE & REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

Stage 4: Micro-inequalities and the tasks of a leader. Group task and acting (role play), 40 minutes

Divide the participants into 3-4 groups.

Distribute the handouts with the description of different forms of micro-inequalities. Each group receives 
a set of different patterns of behaviour.

Give the following instructions to the participants: 

Your task after reading the description of micro-inequalities is:

a. To prepare a short scene in which you show 5-6 micro-inequalities that occur quite frequently.

b. To explain a few ways that will help other group members know how to react when such patterns of 
behaviour appear in their own teams or how to prevent them from occurring in the first place (rules, 
work and organisation of space, etc.)

c. To act out the scene in which you show 5-6 micro-inequalities so that the other groups can identify 
them. Short discussion.

d. To present possible ways of coping with these micro-inequalities. Show them with the help of the 
scene or discussion.
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Each group presentation is run in several steps:

Step 1: Presentation of the scene

Step 2: Short discussion – what micro-inequalities did the observers or participants in other groups notice. 
Emphasise that the ability to identify such patterns of behaviour is an important inclusive leadership skill.

Step 3: Encourage the group to act out their scene showing possible ways of dealing with micro-
inequalities. 

Step 4: Discuss ways of dealing with micro-inequalities:

 ♦ What is needed to reduce the negative impact of exclusive patterns of behaviour?

 ♦ What does the person who unintentionally acted in this way need to know?

 ♦ What patterns of behaviour can be prevented? How would you do this? Etc.

Step 5: Ask actors to step out of their roles.

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

Stage 5: After seeing those 3-4 situations ask:

 ♦ How do you view the task of a leader with regard to the micro-inequalities in his or her team?

 ♦ When can they be effective? 

When summarising, underline the importance of reliability (not just talking the talk but walking the walk) 
and the fact that above all it is better to prevent these difficulties rather than to react to them (a gram of 
prevention is worth a kilogram of intervention).

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Ask the participants:

 ♦ How can you apply these conclusions in your leadership practice? 

 ♦ What changes do you want to introduce in your leadership behaviours?

Run the final round: one thing that they are taking from this exercise. 

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Task for the participants:

View the list of micro-inequalities. Find one that you may apply. Plan a way to eliminate it.

Additional information: 

A shorter version of this method is to use only stages 2, 4 and 5. Timing of shorter version: 50 minutes.

To know more/References 
 ♦ Development Area 3: Building Relationships, ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’,  

p. 33-35.

 ♦ Mary Rowe (1990), Barriers to Equality: The Power of Subtle Discrimination to Maintain Unequal 
Opportunity, http://ombud.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/barriers.pdf

http://ombud.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/barriers.pdf
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Handout 
Micro-inequalities: Why do little things mean a lot?5 

Micro-inequalities – minor, often unconscious, non-intentional demotivating patterns of behaviour that 
are both verbal and non-verbal and that lead to exclusion. 

Micro-inequalities can affect individuals in two ways: on the one hand, they alienate an individual from 
their environment (representing minority characteristics) and, on the other hand, they make this individual 
helpless when experiencing certain actions within this environment. 

Examples of micro-inequalities: 
 ♦ Avoiding, being quiet and ignoring (e.g. not introducing someone at a meeting, ignoring them when 

welcoming others, not answering their questions), 

 ♦ Laughing and joking about someone (either directly about them or about their features or identity), 

 ♦ Mimicking someone’s gestures and body language (including making a weird face, using an unfriendly 
tone of voice, facing away from them), 

 ♦ Making disrespectful comments, whispering about someone to one side, not listening to what they 
are saying, interrupting, 

 ♦ Assigning tasks on the basis of superficial features and stereotypes, rather than on individual 
abilities (asking a man to help with a computer, asking a woman to make notes during a meeting/
training; asking a Roma man or woman to attend a conference on diversity or to create a team for 
minority issues in the company simply because they have a minority background and not because 
they are involved with this topic. 

 ♦ Making remarks about traditionally stereotypical features (e.g. commenting on psychical 
appearance: ‘All the beautiful ladies are asked to attend the meeting’; ‘I do not want any Spanish 
people to be late’; ‘Maybe the Czechs can start our evening on integration with a dance?’), 

 ♦ Mistaking titles/positions/functions (’oh, you’re the trainer, not the assistant!’ or ‘I’d never have 
thought that such a young person could be the director of a company!’), 

 ♦ Other demotivating patterns of behaviour

Characteristics of micro-inequalities 
 ♦ They are always directed at people that can be categorised according to group identity (primary 

features) and are therefore connected to features that the person cannot change, remove or hide. 
These are not connected to the behaviour of those affected by micro-inequalities – their style of 
communication, creative potential, professional successes.

 ♦ They are almost everywhere – in books, movies, personal conversations, on public display, in shops, 
institutions, at work and at home. 

 ♦ They do not depend on the decisions, attitudes and actions of the person who is victimised. The 
person is in a way ‘innocent’. This makes micro-inequalities often difficult to foresee, control or avoid.  

 ♦ They are often expressed unintentionally, making them in some way justifiable (‘inappropriate’ 
behaviour can be seen as intentional behaviour) – ‘But I really didn’t mean that’, ‘I haven’t said/done 
anything wrong’. They can be treated as funny and are maybe even enjoyable (they confirm statuses, 
give a reason to laugh and show superiority). 

5 Maja Branka, Dominika Cieślikowska (2010) Edukacja Antydyskryminacyjna. Podręcznik trenerski, p. 88-91. Link: http://www.ideazmiany.pl/
publikacjepliki/Antydyskryminacja.pdf
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 ♦ In the case of intervention they may seem trivial and the person who reacts can easily be accused of 
overreacting, thereby fitting the stereotypes of a person experiencing micro-inequalities – ‘Don’t be  
oversensitive’, ‘I didn’t think of you in that way’.

 ♦ They rarely result in disciplinary actions (only when intensive, such as bullying or harassment). 

Consequences of micro-inequalities 

Despite the fact that micro-inequalities can often appear to be only minor symptoms, you should not 
ignore their effects. Their main feature is cumulation over time which can result in:

 ♦ lower self-esteem, 

 ♦ lower involvement and decreased quality of performance, 

 ♦ higher levels of stress, 

 ♦ a lot of anger, 

 ♦ frustrations and disproportionately strong emotional responses to certain micro-inequalities 
(‘I couldn’t stand it anymore; It was far too much’), 

 ♦ spending too much energy and experiencing a waste of time when you are affected by them (‘I could 
not recover from how I was treated during that meeting after what he said; ‘I couldn’t concentrate to 
the end of the workshop’; ‘I have been thinking about his comment on my appearance for weeks!’), 
and when you support those who were treated similarly (‘they call me up almost every day telling me 
how they have been treated’),

 ♦  confirming expectations, which then act like self-fulfilling prophecies.
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Valuing everybody’s inherent worth

 ♦ Valuing the contribution of others

 ♦ Aiming for others to become self-reliant and self-confident

 ♦ Being able to recognise the needs of individuals and of the team

 ♦ Listening with genuine interest

 ♦ Supporting others in growing, improving and in attaining their goals

 ♦ Willing to trust others and share responsibility

 ♦ Creating a safe environment that allows everybody present to participate freely

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ The competence to give and receive feedback.

 ♦ The skill to plan, work in a team and think strategically 

 ♦ An awareness of group roles based on self-reflection about an adopted role and its consequences

 ♦ Knowledge of effective communication and feedback

 ♦ Increased leadership competences in the context of teamwork (delegating tasks, distributing 
resources, evaluating and managing individual competences)

Resources needed 
 ♦ Rope (25 metres), masking tape, scissors. 

Before the activity you need to spread the spider’s web between the 2 trees with the right number of 
holes for each participant and 1 to spare. It’s important to make sure that the number of holes makes 
it possible for all the team members to go through the spider’s web.

 ♦ Handout: Qualities for building relationships within the inclusive leadership approach  
(1 per participant), page 52

spider’s Web 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 14

Timing:

90 minutes (60 minutes for 
experience, 30 minutes for 
reflection and conclusion 
phase)
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Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE:

Lead the participants out of the training room to the spider’s web prepared outside. 

Their task is to go through the spider’s web to the other side while observing the following rules:

 ♦ Only one person can go through each gap. Once a person has gone through a gap, that gap can’t be 
used again. 

 ♦ You can’t touch the spider’s web. Anybody who touches the web or the tree has to come out of the 
web and start again. 

 ♦ An unsuccessful attempt to go through a gap means that that gap is blocked. It can only be unblocked 
if someone manages to successfully get through another gap. 

 ♦ Participants are not allowed go around the spider’s web, touch it or change the shape of the holes. 

 ♦ The trainer may stop the activity if it lasts too long or if a situation arises that puts the group’s safety 
at risk. 

Carrying out the activity: 

The group carries out the activity. You make sure that the rules are observed and cover the gaps when 
necessary. Don’t interact with the group in any way.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION:

After the activity (even if it wasn’t successful) let the group talk freely about their experience, taking care 
of the rules of feedback. Some example questions:

 ♦ Are you satisfied? If yes, what are you satisfied with and what are you not satisfied with?

 ♦ How did the activity go? 

 ♦ What helped you and what made it difficult to carry out the activity? 

 ♦ What made you feel safe? What particular actions, facts etc.?

 ♦ How did you contribute to this activity? (ask everybody individually)

 ♦ What helped you feel included? 

 ♦ What made you feel excluded?

 ♦ What empowered you in this activity?

 ♦ Who do you think was the leader in this exercise? (You can mention a few people and give particular 
examples of what they did/said.) 

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

Remind the group of the content of development area 3 of the inclusive leadership approach: Building 
relationships.

Distribute the handout with invitation to reflect and mark in the paper the qualities participants 
consciously practice and which qualities they want to work on. 
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Reflective questions/Follow-up

Task for the participants:

Look at your list of qualities for building relationships as an inclusive leader. How can you strengthen the 
qualities you already possess and work on those you need to develop? Give yourself 3 actions to take.

Additional information 

In the invitation to the training make clear to participants that they need to bring the right clothing, for 
example: You will be invited to take part in an outdoor activity during the training . Please bring comfortable 
clothes and shoes to wear (trousers and flat heels recommended).
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Handout: Qualities for building relationships within  
the inclusive leadership approach

QUALITY Qualities I intentionally practice Qualities I need to work on

1 Shift the focus from seeing deficits 
to seeing resources and qualities in 
others

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

2 Value everybody’s inherent worth ....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

3 Establish a two-way communication 
across boundaries

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

4 Be willing to trust others and share 
responsibility

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

5 Value the contribution of others ....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

6 Accept different ways of behaving ....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

7 Be able to see and reduce barriers ....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

8 Aim for others to become self-
reliant and self-confident

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

9 Create an safe environment that 
allows everybody present to 
participate freely

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

10 Recognise individual and group 
needs

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

11 Recognise that there is diversity 
within each diversity

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

12 Support others in growing, 
improving and achieving their goals

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

13 Intentionally connect (with) people 
and groups

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

14 Listen with genuine interest ....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

15 Be aware that I am a role-model and 
act as a role-model

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................
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Inclusive leadership qualities 
 ♦ Accepting imperfect results 

 ♦ Carrying forward decisions made by the team

 ♦ Being able to predict the risks and explain these to the team

 ♦ Setting goals together and making arrangements based on what people are able to do

 ♦ Staying in touch with reality (‘real-life check’)

What are the benefits for the participants? 
 ♦ The competence to set goals with team members

 ♦ The competence to communicate in a process of creating change

 ♦ The competence to change strategy in light of emerging reality

 ♦ The competence to create a sense of belonging within the team

 ♦ The skill to deal with personal emotions and the emotions of team members 

Resources needed 

2 cups, 2 tennis balls, 2 eggs, a teddy bear or equivalent, a pen, a few sheets of papers

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

EXPERIENCE:

Participants stand in a circle and are given different challenges, each of which are a metaphor for their 
day-to-day work.

1. The central task for the group is to pass 2 cups of water around without spilling the water (quality). Pass 
2 cups of water to your neighbour.

2. Urgent matters are frequent and have to be solved quickly. They are symbolised by two tennis balls that 
have to be passed to someone else (not the neighbour) and can be help in the hand for a maximum of 
two seconds. 

daily routine 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

90 minutes (30 minutes for 
experience, 60 minutes for 
reflection and conclusion 
phase)
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3. Important projects are essential for innovation within the company and are symbolised by one of two 
eggs that have to be passed in the other direction to the cups. 

4. Clients: after a pat on the shoulder they have to greet a client (standing 10m away) and come back (you 
can use a little teddy bear as the client).

5. You can also add administration (after two pats on the shoulder they have to go somewhere and sign 
a paper).

You can change the name of the administration and the client roles according to the profile of the group. 

The goal for the group is to pass the cups around as many times as possible within the two minutes whilst 
continuing all the other challenges too.

The group sets their own target together. How many rounds do they think they will manage in the two 
minutes? They have 4 attempts over the space of 30 minutes. Between each attempt the group can reflect 
on their experiences and introduce some changes for the next attempt.

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION

After each activity invite the group to take part in a discussion. When moderating the discussion pay 
special attention to the changes introduced by the group for whilst implementing the task.

Example questions:

 ♦ Are you satisfied? If yes, what are you satisfied with and what aren’t you satisfied with?

 ♦ How did the activity go? 

 ♦ What helped you and what made the activity difficult?

 ♦ What was your individual goal in this exercise? What was the group goal?

 ♦ What was needed for implementing new ideas?

 ♦ What strategies of change implementation did you apply?

 ♦ How did you make decisions?

 ♦ Who do you think was the leader in this exercise? (You can mention a few people and give particular 
examples of what they did/said.) 

ANALYSIS AND GENERALISATION

 ♦ Why is creating change relevant for inclusive leadership?

 ♦ Creating change – inclusive leadership qualities relevant to this development area.

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Think of important changes where you are engaged in their implementation. In that context try to answer 
the following questions:

 ♦ How do you reinforce the sense of belonging with your co-workers?

 ♦ How do you delegate responsibility?

 ♦ What challenges do you face when creating changes?

References

Activity designed by Outward Bound, Belgium.
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Inclusive Leadership qualities
 ♦ Allowing for reflection during each step of the process

 ♦ Allowing for flexibility when designing the process

 ♦ Encouraging creativity and responsibility

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ The competence to make difficult decisions and lead after making that decision.

 ♦ The competence to practise the 4 levels of listening

 ♦ The competence to give feedback without making judgements

 ♦ The skill to generate new ways of looking at challenges or questions

 ♦ The competence to benefit from the wisdom and experience of peers

Resources needed
 ♦ Handout ‘Case Clinic’ to be downloaded from Presencing Institute Toolkit and distributed 1 per 

participant

 ♦ Sufficient space so that small groups of 3-4 people can work without distraction.

Step –by – step (instructions for trainers)

Introduce the method following the description of the ‘Case Clinic’ handout. 

‘Case Clinic’ guides a team or a group of peers through a process in which a case giver presents a case, 
which should be a leadership challenge that is current and concrete. The case giver needs to be a key 
player in the case. A group of 3-4 peers or team members help as consultants (…). ‘Case Clinic’ allows 
participants to generate new ways of looking at a challenge or question and develop new approaches for 
responding to challenges or questions.

Case CliniC 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 16

Timing:

 
70 minutes
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Explain the roles:

a. Case giver - one of participants who shares his/her current and concrete leadership challenge with 
the group of coaches. The case giver needs to be a key player in the case.

b. Coaches - the other participants who are peers without any hierarchical relationship between them. 
Their role is not to give advice but instead to listen carefully.

c. Timekeeper – one of the coaches or a trainer.

Lead the groups according to the sequences and time described in the handout.

Reflective questions/Follow-up

Invite the participants to define for themselves the group of peers that could support them in their 
challenges using the case clinic method.

To know more/References 
 ♦ Development Area 4: Creating Change, in ’Inclusive leadership – Theoretical framework’, p. 36-38.

 ♦ https://www.presencing.com/tools/case-clinic
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Inclusive leadership qualities
 ♦ Accepting imperfect results 

 ♦ Courageously standing up for the others

 ♦ Finding the right place for each person based on their talents in order to achieve specific results

 ♦ Stay in touch with reality (‘real-life check’)

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Learning about another reality

 ♦ Knowledge about good examples of practicing inclusive leadership

 ♦ The competence to listen deeply by stepping into a different and relevant perspective and 
experience

 ♦ The competence to learn from different perspectives and approaches

Resources needed 

Guest – an external person who can share their experiences on inclusive leadership in practice. They 
should be invited before the training.

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

Introduce the guest to the group.

Invite the group to introduce themselves to the guest.

Explain the purpose of the meeting and its role as part of the training:

The idea of this meeting is to look at the inclusive leadership concept through the lens of another person 
and to hear their story about the place they have created and the people they have worked with and for. 
During this meeting you are invited to take part in a tangible journey that is relevant to the questions you 
have been working on as part of this inclusive leadership training session. The invitation is to complement 
the theoretical inclusive leadership approach we have looked at during our training with hands-on 
experience. 

learning froM a praCtitioner

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 16

Timing:

 
60 minutes
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Explain the structure of the meeting: I’ll be moderating this session, starting with some questions to our 
guest from myself. You will then be invited to ask your questions and to share your thoughts. 

Ask the guest and the group how they feel about this structure.

You can use the questions below for the session or prepare your own:

 ♦ Please tell us about your own experience – what do you do, who do you work with or for?

 ♦ How would you define inclusive leadership? Do you find it relevant to your day-to-day work?

 ♦ What is the key to success in your work?

 ♦ What are the main challenges you face in your work? How do you deal with them?

 ♦ Is challenging your personal stereotypes a part of your everyday work?

 ♦ Do you remember a situation when accepting imperfection in reality was useful for your work?

 ♦ How would you describe yourself as a leader?

 ♦ What is the vision of the place/institution where you work?

 ♦ How do you share this vision with the people involved in your work?

 ♦ How do you empower your team members?

 ♦ How do you benefit from the resources you have and how do you face deficits?

 ♦ What change do you want to create? What are the steps towards this?

Encourage the group to ask the guest their questions and to share their thoughts on what they’ve heard.

Summarise the meeting.

Express your gratitude to the guest and to the group for the discussion.

Reflective questions/Follow-up
 ♦ What was most surprising or unexpected?

 ♦ What touched you? What connected with you personally?

 ♦ What did you notice about yourself?

 ♦ What ideas does this experience spark for possible prototyping initiatives that you may want  
to take on?
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Inclusive leadership qualities
 ♦ Asking for and listening to feedback

 ♦ Practising self-reflection

 ♦ Shifting the focus from seeing deficits to seeing resources and qualities in others

 ♦ Valuing the contribution of others

 ♦ Valuing everybody’s inherent worth

What are the benefits for the participants?
 ♦ Practicing receiving and giving feedback

 ♦ Knowledge of good examples for practicing inclusive leadership

 ♦ Knowledge of their impact on others

Resources needed -

Step – by – step (instructions for trainers)

Invite participants to an activity with the aim of valuing the contribution of all members of the group 
present on the training. 

Explain that this is the time to give and receive feedback from other participants. 

Remind participants of the general rules for giving and receiving feedback:

 ♦ Feedback should refer to behaviour not personality

 ♦ Feedback should describe the effect of the person’s behaviour on you

 ♦ Feedback should be as specific as possible

How should I receive feedback?

 ♦ You can decide if you want to receive feedback.

 ♦ Just listen to it. You don’t have to reply, comment or explain anything. 

 ♦ You can express your appreciation afterwards for what you have heard.

feedbaCk as a gift 

IL development area:  Number of participants: 

minimum 8,  
maximum 20

Timing:

 
30 minutes
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You can remind participants of useful phrases for giving feedback:

’When you did… I felt….’

’I noticed that when you said…, it made me feel...’

’I really liked the way that you did… and particularly… about it.’

’It made me feel really… to hear you say… in that way.’

Invite each participant to stand in front of someone else. Acknowledge that there is another person close 
to you. Look them in the eyes. Take your time. Feel free to say what comes to mind, or to simply remain 
silent. Then move to another person.

After all conversations are over ask the group how they are feeling after giving and receiving feedback. 

Invite participants to share their emotions and to reflect on this activity.
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The curriculum presented below is only one of many possibilities for carrying out training on the inclusive 
leadership approach. Feel free to develop your training curriculum in the way you feel fits your work best. 
You can use other methods presented in the manual according to the needs of groups you work with.

The aim of this 2-day-long training course is to give participants an opportunity to experience, reflect on 
and broaden their knowledge, competences and attitudes in the area of inclusive leadership:

Knowledge
 ♦ They will gain knowledge about the inclusive leadership approach;

 ♦ They will gain knowledge about the stereotypes, prejudices and mechanisms of exclusion and 
stereotyping;

Competences and Skills
 ♦ They will strengthen their skills at defining inclusive and exclusive patterns of behaviour;

 ♦ They will strengthen their competences when putting inclusive patterns of behaviour into practice;

Attitudes
 ♦ They will reinforce their self-awareness, as well as awareness of the impact they have on other 

people;

 ♦ They will reinforce an awareness of the stereotypes they hold;

 ♦ They will experience the areas of development linked to practicing inclusive leadership and learn 
how to apply these in their professional and personal context.

Curriculum of a 2-day-long introductory 
training course on inclusive leadership
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day 1

Module 1 Introduction to the training (60 minutes)

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants connect with each other.

 ♦ Participants feel safe and develop a readiness for the learning process.

 ♦ Participants express their expectations, wishes and needs.

9:00-9:15 Welcome to the seminar on authentic and inclusive leadership

9:15:9:45 Speed dating

Ask participants to number themselves either one and two; half of your participants become ones and the 
half become twos. Ask ones to sit in a row in front of the row of twos. 

Explain the task to the group: This activity is called ‘speed dating’. You will have 2 minutes to learn 
something about your partner by answering the question I’ll give you. After 2 minutes you will hear 
a sound that indicates the time is over. Everyone should then change places and sit on the chair to their 
left to meet a new partner. You’ll change seat several times. Each time start talking with a new partner by 
telling them your name.

Suggested questions:

 ♦ Who are you?

 ♦ What are you most passionate about?

 ♦ What do you consider your best attributes?

 ♦ If you have friends coming for dinner what would you cook?

 ♦ What makes you happy/sad/angry?

 ♦ What would be the title of your biography and why?

 ♦ Are you more of a city or country person?

 ♦ Why are you attending this training?

 ♦ What are you expectations for this training?

Ask the group to sit back in a circle.

Ask: What have you learned about the others that you would like to share?

Ask: What are the expectations for this training that you have heard from your partner?

9:45-10:00 Present training agenda and organisational issues.

Set up a group contract about rules within the participants and with the group (brainstorming).

Module 2 Introduction to the inclusive leadership approach (2,5 hours)

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants get to know about the inclusive leadership approach

 ♦ Participants strengthen their skills at defining inclusive and exclusive patterns of behaviour;
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 ♦ Participants reflect on their experiences with regard to the inclusive leadership approach

10:00-11:00 Conduct the ‘Colourful stones – stepping into inclusive leadership’ activity as instructed 
(page 12)

11:00-11:30 Conduct the ‘What’s different about the inclusive leadership approach?’ activity as 
instructed (page 14)

11:30-11:45 Coffee break

11:45-12:45 Conduct the ‘Telling & listening to stories with genuine interest’ activity as instructed  
(page 16) 

12:45-14:00  Lunch break

Module 3 Building relationships in the inclusive leadership approach

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants reinforce their self-awareness, as well as the awareness of the impact they have on 
other people 

 ♦ Participants practice competences for building inclusive relationships.

14:00-15:30 Conduct the ‘Spider’s web’ outdoor activity as instructed (page 49) or the ‘Daily routine’ 
activity (page 53)

Ask the group: What kind of qualities were necessary and helpful for this activity? What can you add to the 
list of qualities that make up the inclusive leadership approach? 

Complete the list of qualities defining the 4 areas of the inclusive leadership approach which you created 
after previous activities.

Optionally, if the previous activity took less than 90 minutes to complete, conduct the mindfulness activity 
as instructed (page 31)

Ask: how was the process for you of being mindful?

15:30-15:45  Coffee break

15:45-16:35 Conduct the ‘Micro-inequities’ activity as instructed (page 44, stages 2,4 and 5)

Ask the group: What kind of qualities were necessary and helpful for this activity? What can you add to the 
list of qualities that make up the inclusive leadership approach? 

Complete the inclusive leadership model.

16:35-17:00 Summary of the day

Put on the floor many different colourful cards (you can use cards from the game Dixit, postcards, pages 
from magazines)

Ask the group to spend 2 minutes in silence whilst connecting with their body, thoughts and emotions at 
that moment. 

Ask participants to choose one card that describes them at the end of the day.

Ask each person to share their picture with the group and explain their choice and the meaning of the card 
for them.
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day 2

Module 4 Practising self-awareness in the inclusive leadership approach

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants gain knowledge about the stereotypes, prejudices and mechanisms of exclusion;

9:00-9:30  Invite the group to the opening round.

Conduct one mindfulness activity as instructed (page 31)

Present the agenda for the day

9:30-10:20 Conduct the ‘Danger of a single story’ activity as instructed (page 33)

Ask the group: After this activity what can you add to the list of qualities that make up the inclusive 
leadership approach? 

Complete the list of qualities defining the 4 areas of the inclusive leadership approach which you created 
after previous activities.

10:20-10:40  Coffee break

10:40-12:30 Conduct the ‘Minority-majority’ activity as instructed (page 21)

Ask the group: What kind of qualities were necessary and helpful for this activity? What can you add to the 
list of qualities that make up the inclusive leadership approach?

Complete the list of qualities defining the 4 areas of the inclusive leadership approach which you created 
after previous activities. Participants will strengthen their awareness of the stereotypes they hold.

12:30-14:00  Lunch break

Module 5 Living a shared vision in the inclusive leadership approach

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants reinforce their skills to generate new ways of looking at challenges or questions.

 ♦ Participants reinforce their competences to benefit from the wisdom and experience of peers.

14:00-15:15  Conduct the ‘Case clinic’ activity according to the scenario (page 55)

15:15-15:35  Coffee break

Module 6 Summary of the training

Objectives:

 ♦ Participants reinforce their self-awareness, as well as the awareness of the impact they have on 
other people 

 ♦ Participants strengthen competences to give and receive feedback

 ♦ Participants define the areas of development for inclusive leaders

15:35-16:15 Conduct the ‘Feedback as a gift’ activity as instructed (page 59)

16:15-17:00 Summary of the training
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Ask the group to spend 2 minutes in silence whilst connecting with their body, thoughts and emotions at 
that moment. 

Invite the group to take part in a final round of 3 questions: 

 ♦ What is the biggest lesson you have learned from this training? 

 ♦ Share one action that you will implement in your life starting from now that reflects the essence of 
this training. 

 ♦ Have your expectations for the training been met? Why? (optional question)
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Once you have:
 ♦ positively evaluated the level of your training competences, 

 ♦ formulated goals that match the needs of the group, 

 ♦ elaborated the methods and the content with the learning context and process in mind, 

Check the following:
 ♦ Is there a risk that the methods you have chosen might exclude someone from participating? 

 ♦ Have you planned an adequate amount of time for reflecting on the exercises (for example taking 
into account the time for translation if needed)?

 ♦ Can the individuals who need help with transport, obtaining information, understanding the 
language, etc. count on the help of a dedicated assistant or interpreter? 

 ♦ Are the materials distributed during the meeting suitable for the needs of any visually impaired or 
blind participants?

 ♦ Do the size of the room and the facilities for outdoor activities enable freedom of movement for all 
participants, including those individuals with reduced mobility?

 ♦ Are important locations for the training activities (e.g. training rooms, toilets or canteen) available 
for participants with disabilities. Are they labelled with different groups in mind?

At the end a comment  about your relationships with someone with a disability or who represents 
a group/culture whose rules you don’t know very well, ask them what they need and how you can 
help them. 

Guidance for training preparation 
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 ♦ Paola Bortini, Angelica Paci, Anne Rise, Irene Rojnik (2018) Inclusive Leadership – Theoretical 
framework. Link: http://inclusiveleadership.eu/il_theoreticalframework_en.pdf

 ♦ Maja Branka, Dominika Cieślikowska (2010) Edukacja Antydyskryminacyjna. Podręcznik trenerski. 
Link: http://www.ideazmiany.pl/publikacjepliki/Antydyskryminacja.pdf

 ♦ Otto Scharmer (2009) Theory U: Leading from the Future as It Emerges. The Social Technology of 
Presencing 

 ♦ Otto Scharmer, Theory U. Link: https://www.presencing.com/principles

 ♦ Paola Bortini, Angelica Paci, Deirdre Quinlan, Irene Rojnik, Lara Tonna (2016) The Journey to 
Authentic and Inclusive Leadership. Link: http://www.leadership-intelligence-diversity.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2016/12/leadership-seminarbuch-reduced-size.pdf

 ♦ Mary Rowe (1990), Barriers to Equality: The Power of Subtle Discrimination to Maintain Unequal 
Opportunity. Link: http://ombud.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/barriers.pdf 
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